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correctness is validated and the partition policy and
efficiency are analyzed preliminarily. However, as far as we
have known, the researchers don’t pay enough attention to
how to align cloud service providers for the execution of
fragments and ignore some important factors which have
important influence on the execution performance of service
processes at runtime.
Because there are a large number of similar or equivalent
business which can be provided by different cloud service
providers. It is thus a key issue to select appreciate business
services and cloud service providers to meet business
requirements in economic and effective way.
Most of the existing researches in service selection and
composition are based on quality-of-service constraints.
Menascé examined how quality of service (QoS) comes into
play for service providers, consumers, and parallel
transactions[7]. Liu presented a global optimal algorithm of
dynamic Web services selection to resolve dynamic Web
services selection with QoS global optimal in Web services
composition[8]. Li et al. proposed a high performance
approach for multi-QoS constrained Web Services selection
[9]. Huang designed an optimal QoS-based service selection
scheme and proposed multiple criteria decision making and
integer programming approaches to select the optimal
services[10].
However, It is not sufficient for service process
execution in cloud computing environment to consider the
QoS characteristics of the services only. The cloud
computing environment and the performance for each cloud
service provider also need to be considered.
Furthermore, the stochastic nature of business services
and the dynamic nature of cloud computing environment are
unavoidable [11]. The dynamic and stochastic nature of
services and cloud computing environment play an important
role in execution performance of service processes.
In this paper, a multi-level service workflow model,
named Constrained Service Workflow net(CSWF-net), is
proposed to describe the structure of service processes.
CSWF-net extended existing service workflow net with
multiple constraints influencing service process execution
performance. Moreover, role is considered to build the
relationship between any pair of transitions, business
services and cloud service providers. Considering the
environment dynamism, the state transition of service is
described as Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC).
Based on the four basic structures of service processes, the
dynamic selection and composition problem is described as
Stochastic Linear Programming (SLP) model. The mixed

Abstract—Cloud computing enables the realization of virtual
business through outsourcing business functions to online
services. Due to the large number of available business services
and candidate cloud service providers, the configuration and
optimization of the virtual business becomes a key issue for a
service-oriented business ecosystem. In this paper, the virtual
business is regarded as a series of service processes.
Constrained service workflow net (CSWF-net) is developed to
describe the component and structure of such service processes.
Considering the dynamic and stochastic nature of services in a
cloud computing environment, a stochastic decision making
approach for CSWF-net is proposed in which the state
transition of services is characterized as a Continuous Time
Markov Chain (CTMC). Based on the four control structures
of service processes, the dynamic Quality-of-Service (QoS)
aware selection and composition problem is formulated as a
Stochastic Linear Programming (SLP) model. Mixed policies
generated by the branch and bound algorithm and modified
heuristic approach are used to solve the dynamic QoS-aware
selection and composition problem at runtime. In the
meantime, the most appropriate business services and cloud
service providers can be selected to support the execution of
the virtual business effectively.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advancement in services computing and cloud
computing, more and more enterprises offer their resources
and business processes as services through Internet. This
whole collection of business services is referred as a Serviceoriented Business Ecosystem(SOBE)[1]. SOBE offers a
realization of establishing and running a virtual business, in
which most of its business functions are outsources to online
services [2]. Through the selection and composition of
services, the virtual business can be modeled and realized as
service processes. In execution, service processes needs to be
separated into small partitions and allotted to different cloud
service providers to execute [3].
Presently, researchers have gotten many achievements in
service process partitioning for distributed execution. Using
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), IBM India
research center carries out research on distributed model
fragmentation, the validation of the fragmentation, and data
flow constraint based orchestration [4]. Liu proposed a rolebased decentralized approach for service composition[5]. In
[6], based on Petri nets, static and dynamic workflow model
partitioning approaches are introduced, the structure
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(b) Rs  Rl u Rc represents the binary relations between
Rl and Rc . For Ti  T , the charge role Rli is
needed to deploy business services from appointed
business service pools for the firing of transition Ti ;
(c) Ro  Rl u O represents the many to many relations
between Rl and O . For Rli  Rl , Rli
corresponds to more collaboration services, and
Rci  Rc , Rci may correlate more roles;
(d) Rs : T o S represents the mapping relations

policies based on branch and bound algorithm and modified
heuristic algorithm are considered to solve the problem at
runtime. The advantages of the proposed methods include
the enhanced performance by considering the factors
influencing service process execution, the increased
flexibility by designating cloud service providers at runtime,
the avoidance of concurrent execution bottleneck of
activities by concurrent execution constraint, etc.
II.

CONSTRAINED SERVICE WORKFLOW NET

In cloud computing environment, the execution
performance and efficiency of service processes are under
the great influence of some factors. These constraints can be
divided into two types: hard constraint and soft constraint.
The hard constraint is the forcible constraint that model
fragments must follow, including organization barrier,
resource capability, data security, etc. The soft constraint is
the non-forcible constraint, such as user preference,
execution concurrency, data transfer.
Considering these factors influencing service process
execution synthetically, Constrained Service Workflow net
(CSWF-net) is defined by extending traditional Workflow
Net(WF-net).
WF-net is a special class of Petri net, which prevails in
workflow modeling field because of its graphic nature and
theoretical foundation [12]. It is suitable not only for
representation and validation, but also for the verification of
business processes. The Service Workflow net(SWF-net) is
a kind of WF-net that represented by a colored Petri net with
structure characteristics of a WF-net[3].
Definition 1: Constrained Service Workflow net (CSWF-net)
is a quadruple (W , Rl , C , R ) , where:
(i) W {W1 ,W2 , , Wu } is the set of SWF-nets;
(ii) Rl {Rl1 , Rl2 ,  , Rlm } is roles set, where Rli for
i 1, 2,, m is a role defined in business context;
(iii) C {Rc, O, S} is constraints set, where:
(a) Rc {Rc1 , Rc2 , , Rcn } is business service pools set,
where Rci for i 1, 2,, n is a business service pool;
(b) O {O1 , O2 ,, Ol } is cloud service providers set,
where Oi for i 1, 2,, l represents a cloud service
provider;
(c) S {Su , Sd , Sc, } is soft constraints set, where Su
represents user preference corresponding to each
transition, Sd represents data transfer, and
Sc represents concurrent execution. Other
constraints can be extended in this model.
(iv) R {Rr , Rs, Ro, Rp} is relations set, where:
(a) Rr : T o Rl represents the mapping relations

Wi

between the transitions TW and the soft constraint
i

S.

Figure 1. CSWF-net graphic representation.

Figure 1 shows the graphic representation of the
constrained service workflow net. In the first level, service
workflow net is specified, which has a soft constraints set
{Suk , Sd k , Sck } for transition Tk . Here, Suk represents user
preference constraint, Sd k represents data transfer
constraint, and Sck denotes concurrent execution constraint.
The second level is the role perspective, in which each
transition Tk is appointed a specific role rj for its firing. In
the third level, all the business services pools capable of
performing the roles that are described in the second level.
Furthermore, cloud service providers that business services
pools belong to are illustrated, which are the cloud service
providers of service execution. Here, soi for i 1, 2,, m
represents cloud service provider, and srj for j 1, 2,, n
represents business services pool. The dotted lines describe
the mapping relations among the three perspectives.
CSWF-net is the extension of WF-net, and has the basic
properties that WF-net has. The CSWF-net is sound if and
only if ( P, T , F ) is a sound WF-net. Here, we only consider
sound CSWF-net. According to service process
fragmentation algorithm proposed in [3], CSWF-net can be
separated into parts dynamically at runtime.
Considering the basic control structures of service
processes [13], the execution structure of the fragments can
be divided into four kinds: sequence execution fragment,
concurrent execution fragment, alternative execution
fragment and iterative execution fragment.

Wi

between W and Rl , where T is a transitions set of
Wi

Ti  T , the roles
set subRl  Rl is needed to execute Ti , where
role Rli  subRl takes charge of the execution of Ti
as the charge role;
SWF-net

Wi

.

For
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Definition 4: According to the binary relation Rs  Rl u Rc
defined in CSWF-net W , the role vs. available business
service pools matrix A {aij }nuv can be defined as an n u v

The arriving transaction instance in the first level of
CSWF-net can be constrained by soft constraints directly
and can be mapped into the second level. Based on the
second level, the mapping between transaction instance and
business services is built. Based on the four execution
fragments, the following sections show how to configure
and optimize service processes based on the structures and
mapping relations in CSWF-net.
III.

matrix where aij
Ok , if aij

When aij '

bij

0 , aij '

aij . The role

{aij ' }nuv is an n u v

1 , business service pool Rp j supports role

1 represents that O j is the candidate service of Ti ,

and bij 0 is the opposite.
Furthermore, based on definition 2 and definition 5, the
transition
vs.
business
service
pools
matrix
A'' M T u A' {aij " }muv is defined as an m u v matrix where
aij ''

0 or 1 . Accordingly, for each transition in CSWF-net
W , the cloud service providers and business services
candidates can be constructed through the above process.
In the following section, we will introduce a stochastic
decision approach to build up the service processes by
selecting appropriate cloud service providers for each
fragment at runtime.

B. Problem Specification For Stochastic Decision
Given a sequential execution fragment Fs that
corresponds to a single activity waiting for execution,
X { X1 , X 2 , , X ls } represents its business service

0 or 1 .

1 represents that the firing of Ti need the

set with ls candidate business services,
ˆ
ˆ
{[ i1 , [i 2 , [ˆi 3 , [ˆi 4 } is the QoS metric value of X i for
i
i 1, 2, , ls and it is a four dimensional random vector,
Y {Y1 , Y2 ,  , Yls } represents the cloud service providers

candidates

support of Rl j , and mij 0 is the opposite. Since the firing
of each transition generates a request to a specific role, there
is only one item with the value 1 in each column of the
matrix M k .
Each role can invoke business services from multi cloud
service providers, and each cloud service provider includes
multiple roles. According to the many to many relations
Ro  Rl u O in CSWF-net W , the role vs. cloud service
provider matrix can be constructed.
Definition 3: The role vs. cloud service provider matrix
N {nij }nuv can be defines as an n u v matrix where
nij

0 , then aij

Rli , and when aij ' 0 , it is the opposite.
According to definition 2 and definition 3, the transition
vs. cloud service provider matrix B {bij }muv M T u N can be
represented as an m u v matrix where bij 0 or 1 . Here,

A. Cloud Service Providers Candidates Acquirement
Given a CSWF-net W , T {T1 , T2 , , Tm } represents
its transitions set, Rl {Rl1 , Rl2 ,, Rln } represents the roles
set, O {O, O2 ,, Ov } is the cloud service providers set,
and Rp {Rp1 , Rp2 , , RpP } represents the business service
pools set. According to the relation defined in W , we can
get the following definitions.
In CSWF-net, roles take charge of the execution of
services and each transition corresponds to a leader role.
The mapping relation F : T o R in CSWF-net specifies
distinctly the relations between roles and transitions.
Definition 2: According to the mapping relation F : T o R
in CSWF-net W , the transition vs. role matrix
M {mij }mun can be defined as an m u n matrix, where
Here, mij

1 and nik

vs. business service pools matrix A'
matrix where aij ' 0 or 1 .

SERVEICE PROCESSES STOCHASTIC DECISION MODEL
BASED ON CSWF-NET

In this section, we first acquire the cloud service
provider candidates for each fragment based on the relation
between any pair of constraint, role, and transition described
in CSWF-net. Then, according to the control structure for
each fragment, the QoS-aware service processes stochastic
decision problem is modeled as stochastic linear
programming problem for multi objectives.

mij

0 or 1 .

Definition 5: For Rli , Rp j , assuming that Rp j belongs to

[ˆ

set that X belongs to, X j  Y j , Jˆi {Jˆi1 , Jˆi 2 , Jˆi 3 , Jˆi 4 } is the
QoS metric value for Yi for i 1, 2,  , ls and it is a four
dimensional random vector too. Furthermore, [ˆi1 represents
the execution time random variable for the candidate service
X j , [ˆi 2 represents its cost random variable for X j , [ˆi 3
represents the availability random variable caused by the
state transition of business service X j , and [ˆi 4 represents
the reliability random variable. And Jˆik for k 1, 2,3, 4
represent the QoS metric values for Yi , which corresponds
to time, cost, availability, reliability random variables
respectively.
For the concurrent execution fragment Fc which has lc

0 or 1 based on the relation Ro  Rl u O in W .
1 represents that O j contains Rli , and

Here, nij

nij 0 is the opposite. When nij 1 , there is one or more
business service pools candidate to support the execution of
role Rli in cloud service provider O j .
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branches to execute concurrently, we assume that there are
lc ' branches to select service from the same business services
candidates.Let Z {Z1 , Z 2 , , Z lc } represent the business
services
candidates
set
X { X 1 , X 2 ,, X l ' } ( X  Z )

for
the
represent

Where,

lc ' branches,
the selected

business
services
for
the
branches,
and
lc '
Y {Y1 , Y2 ,, Yl ' } represent the cloud service providers set

k 1,2,, n

respectively

k 1,2,, n

k 1,2,, n

that X belongs to, [ˆ {[ˆ1 , [ˆ2 ,, [ˆl ' } is the QoS metric
c

attributes. Finally, we calculate a value Value

value for X and it is an lc ' u 4 random matrix,
Jˆ {Jˆ1 , Jˆ2 , , Jˆl ' } is the QoS metric value for Y and it is

q

¦\ˆ

j

Z j for

j 1

each candidate service. Through comparing Value for all
candidates, the optimal cloud service provider with the
maximal Value is chosen. According to the four execution
structures of the fragments, we formulate the service
processes decision problem under multiple QoS objectives
as follows.
1) The sequential execution fragment
For each sequence execution fragment, \ˆ ij represents
the normalized value for [ˆ , and Z is the weight of

c

an lc u 4 random matrix.
Furthermore, Qt represents time threshold, Qc is cost
threshold, Qa is availability threshold, and Qr is reliability
threshold. The dynamic service selection for selectable and
iterative execution fragments can reference the sequential
and concurrent execution fragments. Finally, the dynamic
configuration and optimization problem of service processes
can be formularized into SLP problems as follows.
'

j

ij

criterion j . The service processes decision problem can be
determined by solving the following formula:
P1. Maximize

C. Service processes stochastic decision under multiple
QoS objectives
If the customers have multiple QoS objectives, the
configuration and optimization problem of service processes
can be treated as Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM)
[14], in which alternatives are the candidate business
services for each fragment and attributes are the QoS
measures of the candidate business services under
consideration. Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) [15] is
applied to obtain the aggregated value of QoS, which is
widely used to obtain a score from a list of dimensions. In
cloud computing environment, the uncertainty is due to the
fact that performance evaluations of alternatives on each of
the attributes lead to random variables with probability
distribution. Therefore, the stochastic characteristics also
need to be considered in the configuration and optimization
of service processes.
Different QoS attribute values may be not at the same
quantity level. To balance the difference between
measurement units of different QoS metrics, the values need
to be normalized to be in the range [0, 1]. For transition T ,
its business service candidates set is denoted as
R {R1 , R2 ,  , Ri ,  , Rk } , [ˆij for j 1, 2, 3, 4 represents

4

¦ Z \ˆ

F ( X j , [ˆ j , Tˆrj , Jˆ j , Tˆoj , Tos , Tc )

k

(2a)

jk

k 1

4

¦Z

s.t.

k

(2b)

Z j  [0,1]

1

k 1

[ˆj1 d min(Tˆrj , Tˆoj  Tc  Tos , Qt )
[ˆ j 2 d Qc
[ˆj 3Jˆ j 3 t Qa
[ˆ j 4Jˆ j 4 t Qr

(2c)
(2d)
(2e)
(2f)

2) The concurrent execution fragment
In order to avoid resource bottleneck in concurrent
execution, different branch must select different service.
The concurrent execution constraint also needs to be
considered. For fragment Fc , assuming that there are lm
concurrent execution branches that select service from the
same business services candidates set in the fragment Fc ,
the cloud service providers selection can be determined by
solving the problem P2.
P2. Maximize
4
(3a)
F ( X , [ˆ, Jˆ, Tˆ , Tˆ , T , T )
Z\ˆ

the jth QoS metrics for service Ri , and \ˆ ij represents the
normalized result for [ˆij . For negative criteria, values are
scaled according to (1a). And for positive criteria, values
are scaled according to (1b).
( ( z 0)

min ([ˆkj )

and

k 1,2,, n

(1b)

Then we apply a weight Z j for the jth QoS attribute to
represent relative importance or value trade-offs of different

c

\ˆ ij

max ([ˆkj )

( ( z 0)

represent the maximal and minimal value for the jth
quality metric, (
max ([ˆkj )  min ([ˆkj ) .

c

 max ([ˆkj )  [ˆij
° k 1,2, , n
®
(
°
( ( 0)
¯1

 [ˆij  m in ([ˆkj )
k 1,2, , n
°
®
(
°
( ( 0)
¯1

\ˆ ij

rj

oj

os

c

¦

i

i

i 1

4

s.t.

¦Z

1

i

Zi  [0,1]

(3b)

i 1

max ([ˆj1) d min( min (Tˆrj ), min (Tˆoj Tc Tos ), Qt ) (3c)
j 1,2,lm

j 1,2,,lm

lm

(1a)

¦ [ˆ

j2

j 1,2,lm

d Qc

(3d)

j 1

lm

 ([ˆ
j 1
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j3

Jˆ j 3 ) d Qa

(3e)

lm

 ([ˆ

j4

(3f)

Jˆ j 4 ) d Qr

lm

E [ ¦ [ˆ j 2 ]

E [[ˆ2 ]

j 1

j 1

Xi z X j ( Xi  X , X j  X ,( Xi o Ti )&( X j o Tj )) (3g)

Here, \ˆ i
\ˆ i

max \ˆ ij

j 1,2,, lm

for i 1 , \ˆ i

lm

¦\ˆ

ij

for i

lm

ij

j 1

2 ,

Cj

j 1

j 1

1d i d n

minimal holding time that the cloud service providers set Y
that business services set X belongs to, min (Tˆrj )

1d i d n

written as˖
n

j 1,2,, lm

E[min Gˆi ] (¦ Oi ) 1

represents the minimal failure time of X .
In P2, the reliability and availability constraints can be
linearized by applying the logarithm function.
3) The selectable execution fragment
According to the execution result of the former activities,
in the selectable execution fragment, the activity that meets
the execution condition is selected to execute. The method
and formulas in sequence execution structure can be used in
the selected branch.
4) The iterative execution fragment
For the iterative execution fragment, the business service
needs to be reselected every iteration because of service
dynamics. The iterative execution fragment can be regarded
as a series of sequence execution activity. The model every
iteration can reference P1.

1d i d n

E[max Gˆi ]
1d i d n

i 1
n

(5a)

¦ (iO ) .

(5b)

1

i

i 1

Proof:
(1) Since
P (min Gˆi ! T )

P (Gˆ1 ! T ,  , Gˆi ! T  , Gˆn ! T )
P (Gˆ1 ! T )  P (Gˆi ! T )  P (Gˆn ! T )

1d i d n

n

exp(  ¦ Oi )t
i 1

That is, min Gˆi is exponentially distributed, denoted as
1d i d n

n

min Gˆi ~ EG [¦ Oi ]
1d i d n

i 1

n

Then, E[min Gˆ ] ( O ) 1 .
¦ i
i
1d i d n
i 1

(2) Suppose Gˆ(1) d Gˆ(2) d  d Gˆ( n ) represent the order
statistics for Gˆ , Gˆ , Gˆ , then the joint probability density

THE SOLUTION

1

A. Expected Value Model
In order to solve the above stochastic programming
problems, the four service processes decision models are
transformed into Expected Value Model (EVM) with
maximum expected return subject to expected constraints
[16]:
max E[ f ( X , Gˆ )]
(4)
s.t .
E[ g j ( X , Gˆ )] t E j j 1, 2,  p
Here, X is a decision vector, Gˆ is a random vector
with the probability density function I (Gˆ ) , f corresponds
to the objective function,

¦1 / O .

]

with the parameter Oi denoted as Gˆi ~ EG (Oi ) , then the
mathematical expectations for min Gˆi and max Gˆi can be

min (Tˆoj  Tc  Tos ) represents the

j 1,2,lm

IV.

lm

j2

Theorem 1: Suppose Gˆ1 , Gˆ2 , Gˆn are independent random
variables, and Gˆi (i 1,  , n) is exponentially distributed

j 1

\ˆ for i 3, 4 ,

lm

¦ E[[ˆ

2

n

function I (Gˆ(1) , Gˆ(2) , Gˆ( n ) )
described as:

for Gˆ(1) , Gˆ(2) , Gˆ( n ) can be

n

n

n

I (Gˆ(1) , Gˆ(2) , Gˆ( n ) ) n ! I (Gˆ( i ) ) n ! Oi exp(¦ (Oi )t )
i 1

Suppose

Gˆ( n )  Gˆ( n 1)

Z1

i 1

i 1

,

2Gˆ( n 1)  Gˆ( n  2)

Z2

,

 Z n 1 (n  1)Gˆ(2)  Gˆ(1) , Z n nGˆ(1) ,
Then Gˆ(1)  Gˆ(2)    Gˆ( n ) Z1  Z 2   , Z n
The Jacobi expression is represented as:
J

g j is the constraint function for

D[Gˆ(1) , Gˆ(2) ,  , Gˆ( n ) ]
D[ Z1 , Z 2 ,  , Z n ]

1
n!

Here, D[] represents variance operator. Accordingly, the
joint probability density functions I ( Z1 , Z 2 ,, Z n ) for
( Z1 , Z 2 ,, Z n ) is represented as:

j 1, 2, p , and E[ ] is mathematical expectation value
operator. The model is called EVM corresponding to the
stochastic programming.
In order to get feasible solution efficiently for the EVM,
the mathematical expectation for objective function and
constrains need to be transformed into certain types.
Markov chains represent the core of most performance
and reliability prediction models. The above CTMC based
stochastic model formalism can be used to analyze the
availability and reliability for a given business service.
Furthermore, we assume that service time and cost obey the
exponential distribution with the parameter OTj for [ˆ j1 and

I ( Z1 , Z 2 ,  , Z n )

Z n Z n 1 Z n
Z
Z
,

, Z1  2    n ) | J |
n n 1 n
2
n
 Oi exp(  Oi Z i )

I(
n

i 1

Then,

E [Gˆ( n ) ]

E [max Gˆi ]
1d i d n 1
1
E[Z 2 ]    E[Z n ]
n
2
n
¦ (i Oi )  1
E [ Z1 ] 
i 1

Therefore, Theorem 1 holds. 
Due to the Markov property, the holding time for each
state is exponentially distributed. According to Theorem 1,
we can get the following formulations:

OCj for [ˆj 2 . Therefore, E[[ˆj1 ] 1/ OTj and E[[ˆ j 2 ] 1/ OCj .
Then,
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E [[ˆ1 ]

lm

¦ ( jO

E [ max ([ˆ j1 )]
j 1, 2, , lm

E [ min (Tˆoj  Tc  Tos )]
j 1,2,lC

j

3) And, else if the reputation of user’s subjective preference
provider Sus is less than the given threshold, S ' Suo is

) 1

j 1

the selection, else, S '

E [ min (Tˆoj )]  Tc  Tos
lc

j 1,2, lc

( ¦ P Oj ) 1  Tc  Tos

C. The Optimization Algorithm
According to the probability distributions and Markov
characteristics of the random variables, the uncertain
stochastic model can be transformed into certain ILP(Integer
Linear Programming) model. Therefore, the ILP approach
can be used to get the solution. The ILP problem has been
shown to be NP-complete [17]. Branch and bound algorithm
can be adapted to find the optimal solution for it. The
algorithm uses a search tree to get the solution and its
complexity increases exponentially with the increasing
problem size. Therefore, branch and bound algorithm is not
suitable for large size problems.
The service processes decision problem for concurrent
execution control fragments belongs to combinational
optimization problem and can be mapped to a Multiple
Choice Multiple Dimension Knapsack Problem (MMKP) as
in [18]. The heuristic algorithms proposed in [19] may be
useful to find feasible solution for MMKP. It has been
proven to have the ability to find the suboptimal solutions in
polynomial time. Furthermore, in the heuristic algorithm, it
need be considered that concurrent execution branches can’t
select the same service to avoid service contention.
For the problem with only one integer variable and
limited candidate services, the branch and bound algorithm
can be suitable for finding the optimal scheme at runtime. In
terms of the combinatorial optimization problem with two
or more integer variables, the branch and bound algorithm
has a high-time complexity and may not be suitable for
systems with many services and dynamic service needs.
Therefore, when QoS data are accurate and the problem size
is small, the branch and bound algorithm can be use to solve
this combinatorial optimization problem effectively, as
proposed in [20,21]. For the large system with many service
nodes and potential selections, this approach may not be
acceptable for cloud service providers selection that need to
make runtime decisions and have higher request to the
computing efficiency of algorithm.
Therefore, mixed policy based on branch and bound
algorithm and the modified heuristic algorithm is considered
to find the solution for dynamic service processes decision
problem.
The dynamic service processes decision algorithm are
illustrated in detail as follows:
Algorithm 1:
INPUT ˖ CSWF-net W and its fragments set
FW {FW1, FW2 , , FWm } .

j 1

E [Tˆr ]

lc

( ¦ P Rj )  1

E [ min (Tˆrj )]
j 1, 2, lC

j 1

E[Tˆrj ] ( P Rj )1

The formula [ˆj 3Jˆ j 3 represents the availability for X j .
Here, [ˆ j 3 and Jˆ j 3 are independent random variable.
E[[ˆ j 3Jˆ j 3 ]

Ooj
ORj
Poj  Ooj P Rj  ORj

E[[ˆ j 3 ]* E[Jˆ j 3 ]

The formula [ˆj 4Jˆ j 4 represents the reliability for X j .
Assuming that [ˆ j 4 and Jˆ j 4 are independent random
variables. Then, E[[ˆ Jˆ ] can be represented as the
j4

j4

following formula:
E [[ˆ j 4 Jˆ j 4 ]

E [[ˆ j 4 ] * E [Jˆ j 4 ]

³

f

Sus is the selection.

f

tdR Rj ( t ) * ³ tdROj ( t )
0
q10O ( X j )
1
(1  O
(1  O
))
( q1 ( X j )) 2
q1 ( X j )
R
q10 (Y j )
1
* (1  R
(1  R
))
( q1 ( X j )) 2
q1 (Y j )
0

Through the above process, the uncertain stochastic
linear programming problems are transformed into the
certain equivalent types.

B. The Combination Policies
User preference policy is decided according to the user’s
subjective preference or cloud service provider’s reputation.
Data transfer policy is adapted to increase the data
communication rate between activities. Those adjacent
activities with more data transfer will be considered for
assignment in the same cloud service provider. Sometimes,
these policies are inconsistent, e.g., according to the user
preference policy, two activities need to be assigned to
different providers, while according to data transfer policy,
the two activities should be assigned to the same or the
closest cloud service providers which can improve the data
communication rate. Therefore, the combined policy that
considers user preference and data transfer is proposed.
Here, Su {Sus , Suo } represents user preference, where
Sus is user’s subjective favorite site, and Suo is the
provider with better reputation. Suppose Sd represents the
provider that can make data communication least between
activities, and S ' represents the final selection. The policy
can be described as below.
1) When the data communication output can reach or exceed
the given threshold, data transfer policy is considered
firstly, and S ' Sd is the selection;
2) Otherwise, if S ' Sus Suo , S ' is the selection;

OUTPUT:
The optimum cloud service providers
O' {O'1,O'2, , O'm} for each fragment.
Step 1: According to the control structure of the
fragment FWi for i 1, 2,  m and user requirement, the
stochastic linear programming model PWi for FWi is defined,
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where PWi  {P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 } .

service process refers to order submission service, custom
credit check-up service, designing service, manufacturing
service, assembly service, etc. The individual product
customization can be described as a constrained service
workflow
net.
There
are
8
roles
Rl {Rl1 , Rl2 , Rl3 , Rl4 , Rl5 , Rl6 , Rl7 , Rl8 } , and 5 cloud
service providers O {O1 , O2 , O3 , O4 , O5 } participating
process collaboration at current time Tc . The start time for
each cloud service provider joining in the environment is
Tos {Tos1 , Tos2 , Tos3 , Tos4 , Tos5 } , and 16 business service pools
Rp {Rp1 , Rp2 ,, Rp16 } are available. For Rpi ( Rpi  Rp ) ,
the business services set can be denoted as
{Si 1 , Si  2 ,  , Si  ki } , where ki is the number of business

Step 2: Then, the model PWi is transformed into
expected value models EPWi .
Step 3: Expected value models EPWi is transformed into
the certain equivalent type CPWi based on the distributions
and Markov characteristics of its random variables.
Step 4: If PWi P1 or PWi P3 , the branch and bound
algorithm can be suitable for finding the optimal scheme at
runtime for CPWi because these two models have only one
integer variable and the candidate services is limit. If the
branch and bound algorithm can’t get feasible solutions, the
modified heuristic algorithm is invoked.
Step 5: If PWi P2 or PWi P4 , the QoS data are

services in business services pool Rpi .
According to model fragmentation algorithm proposed
in [3], the workflow model is separated into 13 fragments
FW {FW 1 , FW2 , FW 3 , FW4 ,, FW13 } . Here, we take the

accurate, and the problem size is small, then branch and
bound algorithm can be used to get the optimal solutions for
CPWi . If the branch and bound algorithm can’t get feasible

concurrent execution fragments FW 2 , FW 3 , and FW 4 (shown
in Figure 3) for example to illustrate the optimum service
processes stochastic decision approach proposed in this
paper.

solution, the modified heuristic algorithm is invoked.
Step 6: Else if PWi P2 or PWi P4 , and the systems are
large with many service nodes and potential selections, the
modified heuristic algorithm is considered to get the
suboptimal solutions for CPWi .

p1

p5

Step 7: If there are two or more optimization results
{ X 1* , X 2* ,} for CPWi , the combination policies of user

p7

t5

p2

t7

p9

t8

FW3
t3

p11

p10

p3

t4

t12

p14

t13

p15

p12
t11

FW4
p5

p13

t9

p6

Figure 3. A parallel execution fragment for product customization process

*

Step 8: The cloud service providers Y that X belongs
to is the optimal dynamic cloud service providers for the
fragment FWi .

Based on definition 2 and 3, the transition-role matrix M,
the role-cloud service provider matrix N, and cloud service
provider–business service matrix L are constructed.

Step 9: In the same way, the cloud service providers for
other fragments are selected. Finally, we can get the optimal
cloud service providers O ' {O '1, O ' 2,  , O ' m } for each
fragment.
V.

t6

t10
p8

p6

preference and data transfer are considered. Then, the
optimal solution X * for CPWi is gotten.
*

FW2

p4

t2

M

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Here, we take a product customization business for
example to validate the proposed method. The
customization business can be abstracted as a simplified
business process as shown in Figure 2.
L

ª1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 º
«0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0»
«0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0»
«0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0»
«0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0»
«0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0 »
«
»
«0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0»
¬0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1¼
T
ª1, 1, 1, 0, 1 º
«1, 1, 1, 1, 1 »
«1, 0, 0, 1, 1 »
«
»
N «1,0, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 01»
«1, 1, 1, 0, 0 »
«
»
«1, 0, 1, 1, 1 »
¬1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ¼

T

ª1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 º
«1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 »
«1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 »
«0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 »
«1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 »
¬
¼

T

Obviously, role Rl2 is responsible for the execution of
FW 2 and FW 3 , and Rl3 corresponds to FW 4 . According to
definition 2, 3, 4 and 5, we can acquire the transition- cloud
service provider matrix B( FW 2 , FW 3 , FW 4 ) and the transitionbusiness service pools matrix A" (FW 2 , FW 3 , FW 4 ) for FW 2 , FW 3 ,
and FW 4 .

Figure 2. Simplified individual product customization process.

The process deals with customer requirement orders and
coordinates the online services in cloud to finish production
design, manufacturing, assembly, etc., collaboratively.
After the customers submit requirement order, the whole

B ( FW 2 , FW 3 , FW 4 )
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B (T2 , T3 , T4 )

ª1, 1, 1, 0, 1 º
«1, 1, 1, 0, 1 »
«¬ 0, 1, 1, 1, 0 »¼

T

A" ( FW 2 , FW 3 , FW 4 )

A" (T2 , T3 , T4 )
ª1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 º
«1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 »
«¬ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 »¼
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